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Abstract

We provide a simple and straightforward procedure for defining a Virasoro algebra based
on the diffeomorphisms near a null surface in a spacetime and obtain the entropy density of
the null surface from its central charge. We use the off-shell Noether current corresponding
to the diffeomorphism invariance of a gravitational Lagrangian L(gab, Rabcd) and define the
Virasoro algebra from its variation. This allows us to identify the central charge and the
zero mode eigenvalue using which we obtain the entropy density of the Killing horizon. Our
approach works for all Lanczos-Lovelock models and reproduces the correct Wald entropy.
The entire analysis is done off-shell without using the field equations and allows us to define
an entropy density for any null surface which acts as a local Rindler horizon for a particular
class of observers.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Several recent results strongly indicate the possibility that the field equations of gravity have
the same status as the equations of fluid mechanics or elasticity. (For a recent review, see
Ref. [1].) This approach has a long history originating from the work of Sakharov [2] and
interpreted in many ways by different authors (for a incomplete sample of references, see Ref.
[3]). One specific implementation of this idea considers the field equations of the theory to
be ‘emergent’ in a well-defined sense, rather than use that term in a more speculative vein
— like e.g., considering the space and time themselves to be emergent etc. The evidence for
such a specific interpretation comes from different facts like the possibility of interpreting the
field equation in a wide class of theories as thermodynamic relations [4], the nature of action
functional in gravitational theories and their thermodynamic interpretation [5], the possibility
of obtaining the field equations from a thermodynamic extremum principle [6], application of
equipartition ideas to obtain the density of microscopic degrees of freedom [7], the equivalence
of Einstein’s field equations to the Navier-Stokes equations near a null surface [8] etc. Two key
features of this paradigm are the following.

• First, these results show that the connection between gravitational dynamics and hori-
zon thermodynamics is quite deep and goes well beyond Einstein’s theory of gravity. It
seems to have its roots in general covariance and principle of equivalence which allows
one to introduce the concept of local Rindler observers and local Rindler horizons in the
neighbourhood of any event in the spacetime. (For a conceptual description of this point
of view, see Ref. [9].) In fact, the strongest theoretical evidence for such an emergent
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paradigm is the fact that the results related to the thermodynamics of the horizons in
the context of GR generalizes in a natural fashion, to a much wider class of theories like
Lanczos-Lovelock models.

• Second, it appears to be possible and useful to attribute an observer dependent entropy
density to any null surface rather than to horizons which arise as solutions to the field
equations. The entropy density (in contrast to the temperature) knows the underlying
field equations and, in fact, the field equations can be obtained by extremizing a suitably
defined entropy density of spacetime.

The emergent paradigm, therefore, motivates us to study all the conventional approaches to
the derivation of horizon entropy from a broader perspective. We know from the pioneering works
of Bekenstein [10] and Hawking [11] that, in GR, one can attribute an entropy S = (1/4)A to a
black hole horizon where A is the horizon area. In the decades following the original derivation,
several alternative approaches have led to the same expression for black hole entropy in GR;
(see, for a nonrepresentative sample, Refs. [12, 13, 14]). But we should keep in mind the fact
that area has a simple geometrical meaning which allows one to obtain the horizon entropy in
GR (once we know the result!) in several different ways creating an impression of “universality”
for this result.

On the other hand, the proportionality between entropy and area does not hold for more
general class of gravitational theories in which the entropy is given by a prescription due to Wald
[15] which essentially identifies the horizon entropy with a suitably defined Noether charge.
Many of the approaches which correctly reproduces S ∝ A in the context of GR cannot be
generalized in a natural fashion to more general class of theories like, for example, Lanczos-
Lovelock models. (One such example, which does not generalise, is the entanglement entropy;
see, for example, Ref. [16].) Therefore, the possibility of generalization beyond GR acts as an
acid test in discriminating between the different approaches for obtaining the horizon entropy.
Further, in the context of emergent paradigm, the entropy density of a null surface is a primitive
concept which should not require one to use the field equations. In other words, one should
be able to derive the expression for entropy using only off-shell constructs and in a manner
applicable to any local Rindler horizon. In summary, we expect valid procedures for obtaining
the entropy of the horizon to satisfy the following three criteria:

• It should be based on off-shell constructs which are independent of the field equations.

• One should be able to use the procedure to obtain the entropy density of any null surface
which can act as a local Rindler horizon rather than be specific to certain solutions to the
field equations like black holes.

• The method should work for all Lanczos-Lovelock models of gravity rather than be specific
to Einstein’s theory.

Past work has shown that many of the usual derivations does satisfy these criteria which formed
the basis for the claim that the gravity-thermodynamics connection transcends GR.

In this paper, we explore yet another approach to horizon entropy explored in the literature,
mainly in the context of black hole horizons, using the existence of a Virasoro algebra and
central charge in these spacetimes. This is based on an approach by Brown and Henneaux
initiated by [17], which was originally used in the context of the (1 + 2) dimensional gravity
with asymptotically AdS space-time. They found that the Fourier modes Qj of the charges
corresponding to the asymptotic diffeomorphism symmetry generators obey Virasoro algebra
with central extension:

i[Qm, Qn] = (m− n)Qm+n +
C

12
m3δm+n,0 , (1)
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where C is known as the central charge. The work by Strominger [18] and others showed that if
one uses the above central charge in the Cardy formula [19, 20], the resulting entropy comes out
to be the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy for the (1 + 2) dimensional black hole. This was further
developed by Carlip [21, 22] using the diffeomophism symmetry generators near the horizon to
lead to the black hole entropy. In this approach, one begins with the diffeomorphism generators
ξan(x) which preserve a set of boundary conditions near the horizon. The Fourier modes of these
generators obey one sub-algebra isomorphic to Diff S1 given by

i{ξm, ξn}a = (m− n)ξam+n (2)

where {, } is the Lie bracket. One can then construct the Fourier modes Qn of the charges
corresponding to each ξan, either by Hamiltonian [23] or a covariant Lagrangian formalism [24,
15, 25, 26, 27] and evaluate the Lie brackets among them. A comparison between this algebra
and (Eq. (1)) allows us to identify the central charge. Finally, one finds the zero mode eigenvalue
Q0 and computes the entropy of the black hole using Cardy formula. Several related approaches
have been developed using these ideas with the hope that diffeomorphism symmetry generators
may shed some light towards the microscopic degrees of freedom responsible for entropy of the
horizon [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. All these approaches developed
in the literature have the following ingredients:

• The Noether current used in the approaches are defined on-shell, usually by ignoring a
term which vanishes when equations of motion are used.

• The calculation of Lie brackets is somewhat complicated and different approaches lead to
slightly different results and it is often not clear how to interpret these differences in the
calculations.

• To obtain the correct result, one often has to impose specific boundary conditions on
the horizon in order to set certain terms to zero. Again, the physical meaning of these
boundary conditions is often not clear.

• Most of the analysis (except the one in [38]) is confined to GR and it is not clear how to
generalize the results for a wider class of theories.

In this paper, we revisit this approach to horizon entropy and show that there is a relatively
simple way of obtaining the central charge and the horizon entropy using the off-shell Noether
current in any generally covariant theory of gravity. The procedure, for example, works in a
straightforward manner for any Lanczos-Lovelock model and does not require us to impose
any boundary conditions to make unwanted terms to vanish. The essential idea is to use the
diffeomorphism invariance of the Lagrangian under xi → xi+ξi1 to define a Noether current Ja[ξ1]
and then use its variation δξ2Ja[ξ1] under a second diffeomorphism xi → xi+ξi2 to define the Lie
bracket structure. This can be done without using the explicit form of the Noether current and
thus works for a wide class of gravitational theories. The calculation of the resulting Lie bracket
is quite simple algebraically and leads to the standard results without us having to impose any
extra boundary conditions. One can then identify the resulting Virasoro algebra, the central
charge and the zero-mode eigenvalue. Using these in the Cardy formula leads to the entropy
density of the null surface which turns out to be the same as Wald entropy.

We summarise below the key new features of this paper:

• The current considered here is defined and conserved off-shell i.e. we do not use the
equations of motion in its definition and it is conserved identically 1. This is in contrast

1A complete discussion on the derivation of noether current and its conservation for on-shell condition is given
in [43]. In this case a suitable boundary condition is required to obtain the necessary results. But the present
paper, as we shall see, will deal with off-shell situation.
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to — and an improvement on — the previous approaches which use equations of motion
extensively.

• The definition of the bracket among the charges is completely general in the sense that
one does not need the explicit expression for the noether current to obtain its structure.

• We provide a discussion of the derivation of the central term (and zero mode energy) from
the surface term contribution δva in the Noether current. This is completely new and does
not seem to have been noticed in the previous literature.

• In the derivation of bracket we do not use the equations of motion or specific boundary
conditions (like Dirichlet or the Neumann boundary condition) to make noncovariant terms
vanish; therefore our approach is general enough to include any covariant theory of gravity.
(This feature was missing in the earlier literature which used the equations of motion for
the evaluation of the relevant brackets as an on-shell construct.) As a direct consequence
of the above, the central term we obtain is also an off-shell construct.

The last comment about boundary conditions requires some clarifications. To begin with,
for given Noether current Ja, one can assign several Noether potentials Jab differing by addition
of divergence-free antisymmetric tensors. In our approach, we can take Jab ∝ P abcd∇cξd as
the fundamental quantity given to us and define the charge as an integral over the stretched
horizon of JabdΣab. This is well-defined, when we start from a specific Noether potential Jab

(rather than Noether current). We then only need to assume that the corresponding integral
in the outer boundary (say, at asymptotically large distance) vanishes to relate integrals over
JabdΣab to integrals of Ja in the bulk. So we do need an asymptotic boundary condition which is
almost always assumed in such discussions. But in the literature one often finds the use of much
less motivated and possibly more stringent additional boundary conditions to throw away terms
which arise in the computation. For example, a derivation of the bracket among the noether
charges for the Γ2 term in Einstein-Hilbert action has been discussed in [42]. Here the noether
potential comes out to be the Katz potential (see the derivation of [25] in section 5.1), which is
not in covariant form. Hence the variation of the potential will contain some terms which are
not again covariant. To deal this issue, one needs to impose some boundary condition such that
the non-covariant terms do not appear in the final expression. (For instance, see the general
discussion around Eq. (4) of the ref. [27].) Here, the variation of the potential is given by
the general expression in Eq. (4) which is ‘integrable’ only under suitable boundary condition.
In particular, for Γ2 Lagrangian, the Dirichlet or the Neumann boundary condition has been
used [26]. Similar situation arises in some other approaches like the background metric method
[44, 24]. A comment in [26] (see at the beginning paragraph of section 2.2) says that the use of
the background metric is nothing but a covariant way to impose the required boundary conditions.
Thus all these approaches require extra boundary conditions to get the correct result. In our
approach, on the other hand, since our noether current/potential is manifestly covariant, we do
not need any of the above mentioned boundary conditions. In this sense our method does not
care about these boundary conditions, described above.

The plan of the paper is as follows: We begin in section 2 by computing the variation of
Noether current under diffeomorphism and use it in section 3 to define a suitable bracket of the
charges. We also point out the differences between our approach and the previous ones in the
literature in section 3 and in section 4. Section 5 uses Carlip’s procedure to evaluate the horizon
entropy in a general Lanczos-Lovelock model of gravity using the Cardy formula. The details
of the computation are given in Appendix B since we could not find some of these explicitly
done in published literature. The entire procedure is illustrated using the local Rindler horizon
around an event in an arbitrary spacetime in section 6 and section 7 gives the conclusions.
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2 Variation of Noether charge under diffeomorphism

For a generally covariant Lagrangian, the conserved Noether current Ja can be expressed as
the covariant derivative of an anti-symmetric tensor Jab called the super-potential with a corre-
sponding current density P a. These quantities satisfy the standard conservation laws which are
valid off-shell:

Ja ≡ ∇bJ
ab, P a ≡ √

gJa; ∇aJ
a = 0, ∂aP

a = 0 . (3)

Let us now consider the variation of the current density itself for an arbitrary diffeomorphism
xa → xa + ξa. We have:

δξP
a ≡ £ξP

a =
√
g
[

Ja∇bξ
b + ξb∇bJ

a − Jb∇bξ
a
]

=
√
g
[

∇b(ξ
bJa − ξaJb) + ξa∇bJ

b
]

=
√
g
[

∇b(ξ
bJa − ξaJb)

]

(4)

because ∇bJ
b = 0. The variation of the corresponding Noether charge is defined as:

δξQ ≡
∫

dΣaδξP
a =

∫

dΣab

√
hξbJa , (5)

where h is the determinant of the induced metric of (d − 2)-dimensional boundary in a d-
dimensional spacetime.

The same result can also be obtained from the variation of the super-potential density P ab ≡√
hJab in the following way:

δξP
ab ≡ £ξP

ab =
√
h
[

Jab∇cξ
c + ξc∇cJ

ab − Jcb∇cξ
a − Jac∇cξ

b
]

=
√
h
[

∇c(ξ
cJab)− Jcb∇cξ

a − Jac∇cξ
b
]

=
√
h
[

ξbJa − ξaJb
]

+
√
h∇c

[

ξaJbc + ξbJca − ξcJba
]

. (6)

The first term leads to Eq. (5) on integration while the second term, after integrating over the
(d− 2)-surface, can be expressed as,

∫

dΣab

√
h∇c

[

ξaJbc + ξbJca + ξcJab
]

= 2

∫

dΣa
√
g∇b∇c

[

ξaJbc + ξbJca − ξcJba
]

= 0 (7)

where the last equality follows from the fact that the expression in square brackets is antisym-
metric in b, c and is equal in the cyclic permutation of all the three indices. This shows that,
although the variation of the super-potential possesses an extra term, both the current and the
super-potential lead to same expression for the variation of the charge.

3 Virasoro algebra and the central term

We will now define a (Lie) bracket structure for the charges and show that it leads to the usual
Virasoro algebra with the central extension. The analysis will be done for a general Lagrangian
of the kind L = L(gab, Rabcd). Let us define the relevant bracket among the charges as:

[Q1, Q2] ≡ (δξ1Q[ξ2]− δξ2Q[ξ1]) (8)

Then using Eq. (5), we obtain the general expression,

[Q1, Q2] :=

∫ √
hdΣab

[

ξa2J
b[ξ1]− ξa1J

b[ξ2]
]

≡
∫ √

hdΣab

[

ξa2J
b
1 − ξa1J

b
2

]

(9)
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where we use the notation Jb
1 = Jb[ξ1] etc. We note that: (a) This definition is quite general and

has not used any field equations. (b) The derivation of Eq. (9) is simple and straightforward.
(c) If we use the form Ja = ∇b(∇aξb −∇bξa) for GR one can easily obtain the result obtained
earlier in the literature, like e.g., in Ref. [22]. We will hereafter concentrate on Lanczos-Lovelock
gravity and evaluate Eq. (9) on the (d− 2)-dimensional null surface which is a Killing horizon.

A definition of the Lie bracket is also given in [42] using similar ideas. The main differences
between our definition (9) and that given in [42] are the following: (i) In [42] the Lagrangian
considered was the ΓΓ−ΓΓ part of the Einstein-Hilbert action [25, 26, 42] which is not covariant
and hence the Noether current is not an tensor. In our case we start with a scalar action
and the resulting expressions are tensorial. (ii) In the previous work, while calculating the
variation, of the charge the variation of the diffeomorphism parameter ξ was set to zero, i.e.
δξ1ξ2 = 0 [42] and only the variation of the metric was retained. This is ill defined because
δξ1ξ2 ≡ £ξ1ξ

a
2 = {ξ1, ξ2}a = 0 which contradicts (2). In our approach, we use the usual definition

of the Lie derivative and hence this difficulty is automatically avoided.
To evaluate Eq. (9) over the Killing horizon, we will follow the ‘stretched horizon’ approach

of Carlip [22]. Let us first mention some of the key results needed for this computation. The
location of the horizon is defined by the vanishing of the norm of a timelike (approximate) Killing
vector χa. Near the horizon, one can define a vector ρa, orthogonal to the orbits of the Killing
vector χa, by the following relation

∇aχ
2 = −2κρa , (10)

where κ is the surface gravity at the horizon, with χaρa = 0. Consider a class of diffeomorphism
generators given by:

ξa = Tχa +Rρa . (11)

where T and R are scalar functions chosen such that the generators obey the (near-horizon)
condition [(χaχb)/χ2]δξgab → 0 which preserves the horizon structure. This condition leads to
a relation among R and T given by:

R =

(

χ2

ρ2κ

)

χa∇aT ≡ χ2

κρ2
DT , (12)

where D ≡ χa∇a. The diffeomorphism characterised by Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) form a closed
sub-algebra if

ρa∇aT = 0 , (13)

near the horizon. Later on in Section 6, we will demonstrate this explicitly by using the Rindler
metric in the Riemann normal coordinates and show that the above condition is exact upto
O(χ2).

For the Lanczos-Lovelock gravity the expression for Ja and Jab are given by (see, e.g.,[45]),

Ja =
1

8πG
P abcd∇b∇cξd , Jab =

1

8πG
P abcd∇cξd (14)

where P abcd = (∂L/∂Rabcd) is called the entropy tensor of the Lanczos-Lovelock theory. This
tensor has the same algebraic symmetries of the curvature tensor, viz. it is anti-symmetric in
a, b and c, d; symmetric in the interchange of the pairs (a, b) and (c, d) and P a(bcd) = 0. Near
the Killing horizon, this expression for the Noether current reduces to the following form:

Ja =
1

8πG
P abcdχbχcρd

1

χ4
(2κDT − 1

κ
D3T ) +O(χ2) . (15)
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when we use Eq. (B.43) of Appendix B. Since the later analysis will be done near the null surface
where χ2 → 0, the terms from O(χ2) will be neglected and will not be mentioned explicitly. (An
illustration of this fact will be provided in the case of Rindler geometry in Section 6.) Now, the
surface element dΣab = dd−2Xµab is given by Eq. (A.2) of Appendix A. Therefore,

dΣabξ
a
2J

b
1 = −(dd−2X)

1

8πG

|χ|
ρχ4

P becdρbχcρdχe(2κDT1 −
1

κ
D3T1)T2 . (16)

But,

P becdµbeµcd =
4

ρ2χ2
P becdρbχcρdχe . (17)

Substituting this in Eq. (16) we obtain,

dΣabξ
a
2J

b
1 = dd−2X

1

32πG

ρ

|χ|P
abcdµabµcd(2κDT1 −

1

κ
D3T1)T2 . (18)

Hence the bracket Eq. (9) evaluates near the horizon, to,

[Q1, Q2] :=
1

32πG

∫ √
hdd−2XP abcdµabµcd

×
[1

κ
(T1D

3T2 − T2D
3T1)− 2κ(T1DT2 − T2DT1)

]

(19)

We will next obtain an expression for the charge Q[ξ] in the near horizon limit:

Q[ξ] =
1

2

∫

dΣab

√
hJab . (20)

For Lanczos-Lovelock gravity the expression for Jab in Eq. (14) becomes, on using Eq. (B.38) of
Appendix B to the following form:

Jab =
1

8πG
P abcd χcρd

[

2κ

χ2
T − 1

κχ2
D2T

]

. (21)

Next we will show for a Rindler metric in Riemann normal coordinates that the above relation
is exact upto order O(χ2). Since,

P abcdµcd = −2|χ|
ρχ2

P abcdχcρd , (22)

we get,

Jab = − 1

16πG

ρ

|χ|P
abcdµcd

[

2κT − 1

κ
D2T

]

(23)

leading to:

Q[ξ] = − 1

32πG

∫ √
hdd−2Xµab

ρ

|χ|P
abcdµcd

[

2κT − 1

κ
D2T

]

= − 1

32πG

∫ √
hdd−2XP abcdµabµcd

[

2κT − 1

κ
D2T

]

(24)

We can now compute the central term defined by the relation,

K[ξ1, ξ2] = [Q1, Q2]−Q[{ξ1, ξ2}] , (25)

7



where [Q1, Q2] is given by Eq. (19) and Q[{ξ1, ξ2}] will be obtained by using Eq. (24). The Lie
bracket {ξ1, ξ2}a, near the horizon is:

{ξ1, ξ2}a = ξb1∇bξ
a
2 − ξb2∇bξ

a
1

= (T1DT2 − T2DT1)χ
a − 1

κ
D(T1DT2 − T2DT1)ρ

a

≡ {T1, T2}χa + {R1, R2}ρa , (26)

where {T1, T2} = (T1DT2 − T2DT1), etc. Using this in Eq. (24) we get:

Q[{ξ1, ξ2}] = − 1

32πG

∫ √
hdd−2XP abcdµabµcd

[

2κ{T1, T2} −
1

κ
D2({T1, T2})

]

= − 1

32πG

∫ √
hdd−2XP abcdµabµcd

[

2κ(T1DT2 − T2DT1)

−1

κ
(DT1 D2T2 + T1D

3T2 −DT2 D2T1 − T2D
3T1)

]

(27)

Therefore, substituting Eq. (19) and Eq. (27) in Eq. (25), we obtain the central term to be:

K[ξ1, ξ2] = − 1

32πG

∫ √
hdd−2XP abcdµabµcd

1

κ

[

DT1 D2T2 −DT2 D2T1

]

. (28)

This was obtained earlier in [38] by symplectic current (or potential) technique and using the
on-shell expressions. Here, we derived this using Eq. (9) without using the field equations or
any special boundary conditions thereby demonstrating the generality of the result.

4 Aside: Central term from the surface term contribution to

the Noether current

We know that, the variation of a generally covariant Lagrangian of the from L(gab, Rabcd) under
the variation gab → gab + δgab is given by the generic expression

δ(L
√
g) =

√
g[Eabδg

ab +∇aδv
a] (29)

where the first term leads to the equation of motion of the form Eab = (1/2)T ab while the second
term is a surface contribution. When δgab arises due to a diffeomorphism xi → xi + ξi, this
leads to an off-shell conservation law for the corresponding conserved Noether current (see e.g.,
[45]) given by:

Ja =
1

16πG

(

2Ea
b ξ

b + Lξa
)

+ δξv
a ≡ 2

16πG
Ra

bξb + δξv
a =

1

8πG
P abcd∇b∇cξd (30)

where the last equality holds for the Lanczos-Lovelock models. The consistency of these ex-
pressions arises from the fact that for Lanczos-Lovelock models:

Ra
b = P aijkRbijk; δva = − 2

16πG
P abcd∇d

(

∇bξc +∇cξb

)

. (31)

So we can express the boundary term as:

√
gδξv

a =
√
gJa −√

gMa; Ma =
2

16πG
Ra

bξ
b =

2

16πG
P aijkRbijkξ

b (32)

Before proceeding further, we will point out a curious result: We can obtain the same results
for the charge, central term etc, obtained in the previous section by using the contribution from

8



the boundary term δva instead of Ja. To show this, let us start, as before, with the current
density contributed only by the surface term

P a
surf [ξ] =

√
gδξv

a =
√
gJa −√

gMa (33)

and compute its variation

δξ1(
√
gδξ2v

a) =
√
g∇b

[

(δξ2v
a)ξb1 − (δξ2v

b)ξa1

]

+
√
gξa1∇b(δξ2v

b) , (34)

which yields,

δξ1P
a
surf [ξ2] = δξ1(

√
gδξ2v

a) =
√
g∇b

[

ξb1(J
a
2 −Ma

2 )− ξa1 (J
b
2 −M b

2)
]

+
√
gξa1∇b(J

b
2 −M b

2)

=
√
g∇b(ξ

b
1J

a
2 − ξa1J

b
2)−

√
g∇b(ξ

b
1M

a
2 ) +

√
gM b

2∇bξ
a
1

= δξ1P
a[ξ2]−

√
g∇b(ξ

b
1M

a
2 ) +

√
gM b

2∇bξ
a
1 . (35)

Integrating over the (d− 1) surface we obtain,

∫

dΣaδξ1P
a
surf [ξ2] =

∫

dΣaδξ1P
a[ξ2]−

∫

dΣa
√
g∇b(ξ

b
1M

a
2 ) +

∫

dΣa
√
gM b

2∇bξ
a
1

=

∫

dΣaδξ1P
a[ξ2]−

1

2

∫

dΣab

√
hξb1M

a
2 +

∫

dΣa
√
gM b

2∇bξ
a
1 (36)

Near the horizon (B.43) yields.

P abcdRbdceξ
e = P abcd(∇b∇dξc −∇d∇bξc) = 0 ;

P abcdRbedcξ
e = 2P abcd∇d∇cξb = 0 . (37)

Therefore, Ma = 0 and hence near the event horizon (33) and (36) lead to the required forms
(20) and (9) respectively. Rest of the steps are identical to those in the previous section and
leads to the same central term (28).

The possible relevance of this result is as follows: In obtaining the conserved Noether current,
one usually uses the diffeomorphism invariance of the Lagrangian which allows one to write
δξ(L

√−g) as a four-divergence. The fact that L is a scalar is sufficient condition for δξ(L
√−g)

to be a total divergence but it is not a necessary condition. There are Lagrangians (like the Γ2

in GR) which are not generally covariant scalars but still leads to an expression for δξ(L
√−g)

which is a total divergence. Obviously, even such Lagrangians will lead to currents Ka which
satisfy ∂a(

√−gKa) = 0 but the resulting Ka will not be a generally covariant four-vector.
Given the fact that, in GR, both Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian and the Γ2 Lagrangian lead to
such conserved currents shows that their difference — which is purely a surface term — will also
lead to a conserved current. Therefore, in the context of GR, one can repeat the entire analysis
using the current obtained from the surface term of Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. Given the fact
that the surface term in Einstein-Hilbert case is known to be closely related to horizon entropy,
this fact de-mystifies the success of Virasoro algebra procedure to a limited extent.

5 Cardy formula and entropy

Using a suitably defined Fourier decomposition of the T1 and T2 in Eq. (28) and Eq. (24) we can
find the central charge and zero mode eigenvalue, respectively. (The Fourier modes will have
to be chosen such that the modes of the diffeomorphism generators satisfy Eq. (2). The Cardy
formula [19, 20] will then allow us to compute the entropy associated to the Killing horizon from
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the central charge and zero mode eigenvalue. We start with a Fourier decomposition of T1 and
T2 given by:

T1 =
∑

m

AmTm; T2 =
∑

n

BnTn , (38)

with A∗
n = A−n, B

∗
m = B−m and the Fourier modes Tm must be chosen in such a way that the

Fourier modes of diffeomorphism generators ξm satisfy Eq. (2). Substituting Eq. (38) in Eq. (28)
we obtain:

K[ξ1, ξ2] := −
∑

m,n

Cm,n

32πG

∫ √
hdd−2XP abcdµabµcd

1

κ

(

DTm D2Tn −DTn D2Tm

)

, (39)

where Cm,n ≡ AmBn and so C∗
m,n = C−m,−n. Defining the corresponding Fourier decomposition

of
K[ξ1, ξ2] =

∑

m,n

Cm,nK[ξm, ξn] (40)

we find that:

K[ξm, ξn] := − 1

32πG

∫ √
hdd−2XP abcdµabµcd

1

κ

(

DTm D2Tn −DTn D2Tm) . (41)

To proceed further we need to choose the explicit form of Tm. For a stationary space-times
the coordinates near the horizon is chosen such that the (approximate) Killing vector χa is
given by χa = (1, 0, 0, ....), (It is possible to consider a more general case, suitable for stationary
spacetimes with rotation; this is mentioned in Appendix C). Then the usual ansatz for Tm is:

Tm =
1

α
exp [im (αt+ g(x) + p.x⊥)] (42)

where α is a constant and g(x) is a function that is regular at the Killing horizon. p is an
integer and x⊥ are the (d− 2) tangential coordinates. Here t− x plane defines the null surface.
This choice of overall normalisation automatically satisfies Eq. (2) for any α. This can be easily
checked by expressing Eq. (26) in terms of the Fourier decomposition,

{ξ1, ξ2}a =
∑

m,n

Cm,n{ξm, ξn}a =
∑

m,n

Cm,n

[

{Tm, Tn}χa + {Rm, Rn}ρa
]

. (43)

Similar choice was made earlier in Ref. [42]. Interestingly, Eq. (42) is regular at the Killing
horizon while the Tm used in [22], is not. We can now compute the resulting Virasoro algebra,
identify the central charge and compute the entropy. Obviously, the result will depend on the
choice made for α and we need to fix this to get a unique value for entropy. A natural choice,
arising from the fact that near-horizon Rindler geometry exhibits periodicity in imaginary time
with period 2π/κ, is

α = κ (44)

However, we will postpone imposing this condition to the end and work with an arbitrary α in
order to see the dependence of the Cardy entropy on α.

Substituting Eq. (42) in Eq. (41) and defining a quantity

Â = −1

2

∫ √
hdd−2XP abcdµabµcd , (45)

which is proportional to the Wald entropy, we obtain,

K[ξm, ξn] := −im3 Â
8πG

α

κ
δn+m,0 . (46)
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(Note that Â reduces to the horizon area in the case of GR.). Similarly, using the Fourier

decomposition, Q[ξ] =
∑

m

AmQ[ξm] in Eq. (24), we obtain,

Q[ξm] =
Â

8πG

κ

α
δm,0 . (47)

Further, from Eq. (27), on using Q[{ξ1, ξ2}] =
∑

m,n

Cm,nQ[{ξm, ξn}], we can obtain the relation

Q[{ξm, ξn}] = −i(m− n)Q[ξm+n] where Q[ξm+n] is given by Eq. (47). Hence, Eq. (25) leads to:

i[Qm, Qn] = (m− n)Q[ξm+n] +m3 Â
8πG

α

κ
δn+m,0 . (48)

This is the standard form of the Virasoro algebra Eq. (1) with Q[ξm+n] ≡ Qm+n. We can identify
the central charge and the zero mode eigenvalue as:

C

12
=

Â
8πG

α

κ
; Q[ξ0] =

Â
8πG

κ

α
. (49)

The standard Cardy formula for the entropy is given by [19, 20],

S = 2π

√

C∆

6
; ∆ ≡ Q0 −

C

24
(50)

which leads to

S =
Â
4G

[

2− α2

κ2

]
1

2 → Â
4G

(51)

This exactly matches with the Wald entropy if we take α = κ. In the case of GR, we reproduce
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. The motivation for the choice of α = κ may be understood by
introducing the Euclidean time which will briefly discussed in the next section.

6 Illustration: Rindler approximation in Riemann normal coor-

dinates

We will illustrate the analysis in the previous sections as well as some mathematical details of
Appendix B in the simple context in this section. We consider an arbitrary event in a spacetime
and introduce the Riemann normal coordinates around that event. We next boost to a local
Rindler frame with acceleration parameter κ in the x-direction which will introduce a local
Rindler horizon as perceived by the accelerated observers. The form of the metric near the
horizon, in the (x− t) plane is given by,

ds2 = −
(

2κx+Bx2
)

dt2 +
1

2κx
dx2 . (52)

For this metric

χa = (1, 0); χa = gabχ
b =

(

− (2κx+Bx2), 0
)

; χ2 = gabχ
aχb = −

(

2κx+Bx2
)

(53)

showing that x = O(χ2) near the horizon. Further from Eq. (10),

ρa =
(

0,
1

κ
(κ+Bx)

)

; ρa = gabρb =
(

0, 2(κx +Bx2)
)

; ρ2 = gabρ
aρb =

2x

κ

(

κ+Bx
)2

. (54)
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The Killing horizon is given by (χ2 = 0)

x = 0 , (55)

and the non-zero Christoffer connections are

Γt
tx =

κ+Bx

2κx+Bx2
; Γx

tt = 2κx
(

κ+Bx
)

; Γx
xx = − 1

2x
. (56)

Now using the above values one can easily check that the left hand side of Eq. (13) is

ρa∇aT = 2
(

κx+Bx2
)

∂xT , (57)

which is by Eq. (53) is of O(χ2). To illustrate the relation Eq. (21) we need to calculate left
hand side and right hand side component by component. This leads to

P abcd∇cξd = P abcdξcρd
1

χ2
(2κT − 1

κ
D2T ) + P abtx

(

− 2κ+Bx

2κ(κ +Bx)
∂2
t T +

1

κ2
(κ+Bx)∂2

t T
)

(58)

in which the last term is of the O(χ2). Similarly Eq. (15) can be shown that it is exact upto
O(χ2).

Also, let us briefly discuss the assumptions and relations which are used in the main analysis

to get the final expression. We first calculate ρ2

χ2 for the above metric which upto order x2 is
given by

ρ2

χ2
= −1− 2B

κ2

(

2κx+
1

3
Bx2

)

. (59)

near the null surface, which has been used several times, automatically satisfied (see Eq. (53) and

Eq. (54)). Therefore ρ2

χ2 = −1 +O(χ2) and hence near the Killing horizon one can neglect the

terms fromO(χ2). A component wise verification will show that another assumption σab∇bT = 0
for deriving the relation 2 in Appendix B is exactly satisfied for the above metric.

Finally, consider the Euclideanised version (t → −iτ) of the metric near the horizon. In the
Euclidean space our analysis still goes through with an ansatz for Tm taken as,

Tm =
1

α
eim(ατ+g(r)+p.x⊥) . (60)

In this case, near the horizon ρ2

χ2 = 1 +O(χ2). Following all the earlier steps one again obtains

the same central term and the zero mode eigenvalue Eq. (49). So the entropy will be Eq. (51).
However, the Euclidean time τ must have the periodicity 2π

κ
, to avoid the conical singularity.

Hence in Eq. (60) we need to choose α = κ to maintain this periodicity in τ .

7 Conclusions

The idea of obtaining horizon entropy from diffeomorphism generators near the horizon has a
long history and has been attempted by several people using different techniques following the
pioneering work by Carlip [22]. All these approaches which we have referred to earlier do not
always agree in the details or in the conceptual basis. All of them (as far as we know) were
done on-shell with the equations of motion being used at one stage or the other. They also
involve imposing certain boundary conditions or ignoring variations of certain terms in order to
obtain the final result. Finally, all but the work in Ref. [38] deals with Einstein’s theory which,
as we pointed out in section 1, is a bad discriminator of approaches to identify the entropy. In
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Einstein’s theory horizon entropy happens to be proportional to horizon area but not in more
general Lanczos-Lovelock models.

In this paper we have attempted to overcome some of the limitations mentioned above. We
have introduced a simple and physically meaningful definition for the variation of the current
and the resultant bracket for the conserved charges. We did not require any specific boundary
conditions in order to work out the central charge. More importantly, our entire analysis is off-
shell and works for Lanczos-Lovelock models of gravity reproducing the correct Wald entropy
for these models. We have also indicated how these ideas can work for any local Rindler horizon
thereby connecting up with concepts in emergent gravity paradigm. We believe this approach
can possibly be further simplified and the mathematical details can be made more transparent.
We are now in the process of investigating these issues further.

Finally, it may be noted that our results add a different perspective to Virasoro algebra
programme, which is possibly more in tune with gravity being an emergent phenomenon, in the
following sense: In the more conventional approaches — which uses charges defined on-shell and
the field equations in the computations — one thinks of the black hole horizon, say, as arising
from a specific theory as a solution to the field equations and we obtain its entropy in the given
theory. (We stress that the entropy of a black hole depends on the theory and is not simply
proportional to horizon area in e.g., Lanczos-Lovelock models.). But in our approach, we only
need the tensor P abcd (which has the symmetries of the curvature tensor and is divergence-free)
to perform our computations and we get the entropy of the horizon to be the Wald entropy
calculated using P abcd. This is more in tune with the emergent, thermodynamic, perspective
of gravity in which the entropy tensor P abcd is more fundamental. Just as thermodynamics of
matter can be studied by extremising an entropy function S(E,V ), the dynamics of spacetime
can be studied if the entropy tensor P abcd is given. Mathematically, this arises because, once
P abcd is given, one can associate a gravitational entropy P ab

cd∇an
c∇bn

d with the null vectors in
spacetime; it can be shown that [6, 1] extremising the total entropy functional for all null vectors
now leads to the field equations of Lanczos-Lovelock models. Therefore, in this perspective,
we start with P abcd which is fundamental; we then determines the entropy density of spacetime
and by extremising it we obtain the field equations. The entropy, in this sense, is an off-shell
construct and can be defined for any geometry if we are given a P abcd. The fact that we
can obtain the same entropy from Virasoro programme working entirely off-shell, once P abcd is
specified, seems to be consistent with this picture.
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Appendices

A (d− 2)-dimensional surface element

In this Appendix we will give the expression for the surface element µab. The (d−2)-dimensional
null surface we are interested in, is defined by χ2 = 0 where χa is the (approximate) Killing
vector. If we introduce another auxillary null vector Na such that χaNa = −1 then dΣab =
dd−2Xµab where µab = −(χaNb−χbNa). A convenient choice for Na can be obtained as follows:
Let ta be the tangent to the (d−2)-surface and ka be a null vector satisfying kaχ

a = −1, defined
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by

ka = − 1

χ2

(

χa − |χ|
ρ
ρa
)

, (A.1)

Then we define Na by Na = ka − αχa − ta. The condition N2 = 0 requires t2 = −2α − α2χ2.
So, to the leading order in χ2 we have

µab = − |χ|
ρχ2

(χaρb − χbρa) . (A.2)

B Some important relations

In this Appendix we will derive some important relations which are useful in the main calculation.
The relations will be derived based on the relations given by Carlip (see Appendix A of [22]).
These are valid upto the leading order in χ2.

Relation 1:

For a Killing vector χa, which is null at the horizon, the rotation is given by,

wab =
1

2

(

hcb∇cχa − hca∇cχb

)

(B.1)

where the transverse metric hab is

hab = δab + χakb + kaχb . (B.2)

Now substituting (B.2) in (B.1) we obtain,

wab =
1

2

[

− 2∇aχb − χckb∇aχc + kcχb∇cχa + χcka∇bχc − kcχa∇cχb

]

(B.3)

Since,

χckb∇aχc = −κkbρa , (B.4)

the above reduces to

wab =
1

2

[

− 2∇aχb + κ(kbρa − kaρb) + kcχb∇cχa − kcχa∇cχb

]

. (B.5)

Using the expression for ka (A.1) we obtain,

kbρa = − 1

χ2

(

χbρa −
|χ|
ρ
ρaρb

)

(B.6)

and

kcχb∇cχa =
1

χ2

(

− κχbρa +
|χ|
ρ
ρcχb∇cχa

)

. (B.7)

Substitution of these in (B.5) yields,

wab =
1

2

[

− 2∇aχb +
2κ

χ2
(χaρb − χbρa) +

|χ|
χ2ρ

(ρcχb∇cχa − ρcχa∇cχb)
]

. (B.8)
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Near the horizon, where wab → 0, we have,

∇aχb =
κ

χ2
(χaρb − χbρa) +

|χ|
2χ2ρ

(ρcχb∇cχa − ρcχa∇cχb) . (B.9)

A solution for ∇aχb can be taken as

∇aχb =
κ

χ2
(χaρb − χbρa) . (B.10)

This can be verified by substituting this in Eq. (B.9). In this case ρcχb∇cχa − ρcχa∇cχb = 0.
Furthermore, it can be verified component wise that the above is exact for the metric (52). Of
course, if the metric coefficients contain the next leading order in x, then the relation Eq. (B.10)
will have corrections to the order O(χ2) which in the near horizon limit can be neglected.

Relation 2:

Let us define a projection tensor

σab = gab − χaχb

χ2
− ρaρb

ρ2
, (B.11)

and assume that T satisfies the condition σab∇bT = 0 near the horizon. This tells that the
projection of ∇aT along σ is of O(χ2). Then

χaχb

χ2
∇bT = ∇aT − ρaρb

ρ2
∇bT . (B.12)

The last term vanishes due to the boundary condition Eq. (13). Hence

∇aT =
χa

χ2
DT (B.13)

where D = χa∇a. We can ow obtain several further relations from these. From (B.13) we get,

D(∇aT ) = D
[χa

χ2
DT

]

=
1

χ2

[

χaD
2T + κρaDT

]

. (B.14)

Now use of (B.10) and the condition (13) yield,

∇a(DT ) = ∇a(χ
b∇bT ) = − κ

χ2
ρaDT +D(∇aT ) . (B.15)

Substituting (B.14) in the above we obtain,

∇a(DT ) =
1

χ2
χaD

2T . (B.16)

Taking the covariant derivative of (B.13) and then using (B.10) and (B.16) we have,

∇b∇aT =
κ

χ4
(χbρa − χaρb)DT +

2κ

χ4
ρbχaDT +

1

χ4
χaχbD

2T

=
κ

χ4
(χbρa + χaρb)DT +

1

χ4
χaχbD

2T (B.17)
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Relation 6:

Consider the following linear combination form for ∇aρb:

∇aρb = A1χaχb +A2ρaρb +A3χaρb +A4χbρa +A5gab +A6∇aχb . (B.18)

This is justified because the calculation is near the null surface in the (t, x) plane. Since,
∇aρb = ∇bρa, we have A3 = A4 and A6 = 0. Hence,

∇aρb = A1χaχb +A2ρaρb +A3(χaρb + χbρa) +A5gab . (B.19)

Then use of the relation χaχb

χ2 ∇aρb = −κρ2

χ2 (see Appendix A of [22]) leads to,

A1χ
2 +A5 = −κρ2

χ2
. (B.20)

Relation: ρa∇aχ
b − χa∇aρ

b = 0 [(A.2) of [22]] yields,

A1χ
2χb +A3χ

2ρb +A5χb +
κρ2

χ2
χb = 0 , (B.21)

where ρa∇aχ
b is computed by using (B.10). Use of (B.20) leads to A3 = 0 = A4 and therefore,

∇aρb = A1χaχb +A2ρaρb +A5gab . (B.22)

Now using ρaρb

ρ2
∇aρb = −κρ2

χ2 +O(χ2) (equation A.8 of [22]) we get,

A2ρ
2 +A5 = −κρ2

χ2
+O(χ2) . (B.23)

Again, ∇aρ
a = −2κρ2

χ2 +O(χ2) (equation A.7 of [22]) implies,

A1χ
2 +A2ρ

2 + d A5 = −2κρ2

χ2
+O(χ2) , (B.24)

where d is the spacetime dimension. Substituting (B.20) and (B.23) in the above and neglecting

the χ2 order term, we obtain A5 = 0. Therefore, (B.20) and (B.23) yield A1 = −κρ2

χ4 and

A2 = − κ
χ2 , respectively. Hence (B.22) reduces to

∇aρb = − κ

χ2

( ρ2

χ2
χaχb + ρaρb

)

. (B.25)

Since our analysis is near the event horizon where ρ2

χ2 = −1, the above reduces to the following
form,

∇aρb =
κ

χ2

(

χaχb − ρaρb

)

. (B.26)

The above relation has corrections terms which are in O(χ2). This may be explicitly verified for
the metric Eq. (52). Finally using (B.10) and (B.26) we have,

∇d∇aρb = 0 . (B.27)
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Relation 7:

Here, R = χ2

κρ2
DT . Therefore,

∇aR =
1

κ
∇a(

χ2

ρ2
)DT +

χ2

κρ2
∇a(DT ) . (B.28)

Use of (B.25) gives ∇a(
χ2

ρ2
) = 0 and hence (B.16) leads to,

∇aR =
1

κρ2
χaD

2T ≃ − 1

κχ2
χaD

2T . (B.29)

Relation 8:

From (B.29) we obtain,

∇d∇aR = −1

κ

[

∇d(
1

χ2
)χaD

2T +
1

χ2
(∇dχa)D

2T +
1

χ2
χa∇d(D

2T )
]

= −1

κ

[ κ

χ4
(χdρa + χaρd)D

2T +
1

χ2
χa∇d(D

2T )
]

, (B.30)

where (B.10) have been used. Now,

∇a(D
2T ) = (∇aχ

b)∇b(DT ) +D[∇a(DT )] . (B.31)

Using (B.10) and (B.16), the first term in the above reduces to,

(∇aχ
b)∇b(DT ) = − κ

χ2
ρaD

2T , (B.32)

while the last term gives,

D[∇a(DT )] =
κ

χ2
ρaD

2T +
1

χ2
χaD

3T . (B.33)

Substituting these in (B.31), we obtain,

∇a(D
2T ) =

1

χ2
χaD

3T . (B.34)

Therefore,

∇d∇aR = − 1

χ4
(χdρa + χaρd)D

2T − 1

κχ4
χaχdD

3T . (B.35)

Relation 9:

Here, ξa = Tχa +Rρa. Hence

∇aξb = χb∇aT + T∇aχb + ρb∇aR+R∇aρb . (B.36)

Substitution of respective values in the above yields,

∇aξb =
χaχb

χ2
DT +

κ

χ2
(χaρb − χbρa)T − 1

κχ2
χaρbD

2T +R∇aρb . (B.37)

Hence,

P abcd∇cξd = P abcd
[2κ

χ2
T − 1

κχ2
D2T

]

χcρd . (B.38)
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Relation 10:

From (B.10),

∇c∇aχb =
κ2

χ4
(χaρb − χbρa)ρc +

κ

χ2
(χa∇cρb − χb∇cρa) . (B.39)

Using (B.26) we have

χa∇cρb − χb∇cρa =
κ

χ2
(−χaρb + χbρa)ρc . (B.40)

Hence, (B.39) reduces to,

∇c∇aχb = 0 . (B.41)

Relation 11:

From (B.36),

∇d∇aξb = (∇dχb)(∇aT ) + χb∇d∇aT + (∇dT )(∇aχb) + T∇d∇aχb

+ (∇dρb)(∇aR) + ρb∇d∇aR+ (∇dR)(∇aρb) +R∇d∇aρb . (B.42)

Substituting the respective values we obtain,

∇d∇aξb =
2κ

χ4
χaρbχdDT − 1

κχ4
χaρbχdD

3T − 1

χ4
χaχbχdD

2T . (B.43)

This final expression was given in [38] without the details of the derivation. Here we gave the
details for the shake of completeness and we belief that it will help to the reader for the future
purpose.

C Inclusion of rotational terms

For a stationary space-times with rotation, the coordinates near the horizon can be chosen
such that the (approximate) Killing vector χa is given by χa = (1, 0, 0,Ω1,Ω2, ....), Ωj are the
rotational parameters. Let Ω ≡ ∑

Ωj. Then the ansatz for Tm generalises to:

Tm =
1

N
exp

[

im
(

αt+
∑

Φj + g(x, θ)
)]

≡ 1

N
exp [im (αt+Φ+ g(x, θ))] , (C.1)

where α is a constant, Φj’s are the coordinates on which the metric does not depend on, Φ ≡
∑

Φj and g(x, θ) is a function that is regular at the Killing horizon. This choice satisfies Eq. (2)
with N = (α + Ω). Similar choice was made earlier in Ref. [42]. The limits of the integration
are chosen such that Tn has periodicity 2π and π on Φj and θ, respectively. The rest of the
analysis proceeds exactly as in the main text.
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